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Perfection made simple
Excellence with 

R-M’s waterborne Onyx hd1/
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Onyx HD

1.  Onyx HD is made up of waterbased tinting bases containing 
very high pigment concentrations, guaranteeing 
exceptional stability over five years. The waterbased 
additive is added by the painter during the colour  
preparation.

2.  Onyx HD can be adapted easily for use in all conditions. 
The HyDrOmix, HyDrOmix SlOw, hB 002 and hB 004 additives 
make it easy to apply and achieve an excellent result 
regardless of the weather conditions, even extreme ones.

  Onyx HD Interior enables to apply the Onyx HD basecoat, 
ensuring durability without the need for a clearcoat on 
interior parts like engine bay and luggage space.  

3. Onyx HD significantly reduces drying time.
  R-M recommends application in a spray booth with 

accelerated air drying systems, such as venturi driers.

  An unparalleled end result is achieved regardless of  
the technique employed: full panel or blend-in.

At R-M, our main priorities are the long term profitability 
of our customers, at the same time protecting the environment.
That’s why our research and development team, which is renowned 
for innovation, continues to develop products that are easy to use 
and significantly reduce process times while ensuring perfect results.

Onyx HD is a waterbased paint range that is the result of over 15 years 
of continuing technological revolution, ensuring outstanding 
refinishing performance. 

The sign of excellence 
 in our profession : Onyx HD

The bodyshop moves forward with a product 
with lower solvent emissions, promoting a safer 
environment and increased profitability.

A RAnGe OF CleARCOATS WITH A BRIllIAnT GlOSS
The range of clearcoats specially developed for Onyx HD, 

guaranteeing an unparalleled finish that has established 

Onyx HD as the industry benchmark.

The Colormaster colour tool and Colortronic 2 spectrophotometer 

work perfectly with Onyx HD.

Onyx HD has been approved 

by the world’s leading vehicle 

manufacturers.

Onyx HD,
Undeniably brilliant !

A bodyshop manager who works 
with Onyx HD reflects:
« The painters in my bodyshop have been 
using Onyx HD for over 12 years and 
we all value the performance of 
this waterborne line for various reasons: 
product quality, stock reduction, ease 
of management and boosted productivity. 
Why look for a different solution 
when you already have the best? »


